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Think Your Tape Drive Is A Smart
Way To Back Up Your Data?
You Won’t After Reading This…
FACT #1: The average failure rate of disk and tape drives is 100%! Incredible, isn’t it? Most people don’t realize that ALL tape drives fail at some point. But what’s really dangerous is
that most companies don’t realize that their tape drives have failed until after they try
to recover the data stored on them. Only then do they realize that the backups stopped
working long ago or that the data is corrupt and can’t be restored.
FACT #2: Having a copy of your data on a tape backup or in some other format does NOT – and
I repeat does NOT – guarantee a fast recovery of your data or network. Most people
don’t realize that a data backup doesn’t include all your software and settings. If you
had to restore your server using your backup data, you would first have to re-install
all your software programs and configure the settings. Only then could you install all
FACT #3: If you keep your backup onsite, it could be worthless to you in the event of a fire,
flood or even a power surge. Smart business owners ALWAYS keep an offsite copy of
their data.

Free Report Gives You Additional Facts, Information
And Smart Advice On Data Backup
 What remote, offsite or managed backups are, and

why EVERY business should have them in place
 7 critical characteristics you should absolutely

demand from any remote backup service; do NOT
trust your data to anyone who does not meet these
criteria
 How tape backups fail and give you a false sense of

security
 Frightening trends, cases and questions every

business owner should know and consider regarding
data security.
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12 Little-Known Facts and Insider
Secrets Every Business Owner
Should Know About Backing Up
Their Data and Choosing a
Remote Backup Service

If your data is important to
your business and you cannot
afford to have your operations
halted for days – even weeks –
due to data loss or corruption,
then you need to read this report and act on the information shared.
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